
Rocket Fuel
Means absolutely insisting on feeding yourself, body and soul, with the most positive, affirming, transforming fuel possible:

1.) Statements of Intent and Manifestation.  In all moments, you must be able to clearly say what you are doing; what are the most important priorities you 
have, and how you are manifesting them, now, and continually.  This is practicing your life as your greatest Super Hero art form.  It will invite in your 
Spirit always in unpredictable and exponential magic and alchemy.  

2.) Heal yourself first and foremost.  You are only responsible to and for your own life.  Always take full responsibility for it, along with your Soul.  This 
empowers you to DO and BE everything and anything you truly choose.

3.) Nurture your body.  Your body is the vessel of your Spirit.  Take care of it constantly.  Do whatever it needs in the moment that it needs it.  Waiting to 
nurture is not nurturing—it is waiting.  Now is the time.

4.) Surround yourself with clean clear food and water.  Yes.  When you fuel your body respectfully it will automatically integrate your quantum leap 
evolution.  This is the time for humans to evolve and these are the TOOLS that make it so.  

5.) Choose your thoughts and words.  To evolve you must listen to every word that you think/say.  Embrace the truth in them.  Learn, heal, then choose 
every single word with the utmost care.  Your BRAIN and your BODY believe every single word you express, and they act upon it immediately and 
spontaneously.  They create your reality, one word at a time.  Give them the most positive words to define yourself, your reality and your destiny at this 
time when all things—positive and negative—are magnified and created. 

6.) Breathe fully and utterly.  The quickest way to join body and soul is to consciously breathe.  Every moment life fills you and you express it by breathing.  
This is a sacred gift and responsibility:  Respectfully respond back to life by giving and receiving more life.  Breathe consciously so that your Spirit can 
express unconditional love and acceptance easily, always.  

7.) Move consciously.  Life is movement.  Choose that your movement integrates your most loving feelings, thoughts, and actions.  Let that show in every 
single movement.  Ritualize this as often as possible through exercises that grow your energy respectfully.

Blast Off!
1.) Release.

2.) Release constantly.

3.) Release unconditionally.

4.) Release as an honoring way of life and death—Super Heroes eat Rocket Fuel.  They nourish and grow their finest gifts.  Simultaneously, they must be 
releasing anything that even inadvertently blocks their path to MORE life and miracles.  They must die to the illusion of separation and fear as their 
guiding lights.  They must simply let go.

5.) Detox.  It is so much fun!  Never before in the history of humans upon the Earth Mother has there been such a build-up of chemicals, toxins and negative 
side-effects of human technologies, behaviors, emotions, and thoughts.  This is not a judgment:  It is a simple and clear observation.  To be and evolve 
as a Super Hero (which you are, even when you deny it) you must always FACE the truth.  Never turn away.  Embrace it unconditionally.  Then let go of 
everything.  Release.  Whatever is life-affirming will return to you exponentially.  Whatever is an unneeded obstacle will respectfully and instantly die 
and rebirth as new energy potential and fuel.  This is the core of detoxing yourself of all negativity.  Simultaneously, cleanse your body regularly:  Fast; 
sweat; bathe; move; let go of doing and simply BE.  Fuel yourself with foods/herbs/supplements that graciously release the build-up of unneeded 
materials.  Accept this gratefully; detox is a way of life today.  

6.) Clear your mind.  In order to live as beings of separation, you had to train your mind to define this “reality.”  Then you had to repeat that definition 
almost endlessly.  This is the human destiny and healing.  Just as your soul has exquisitely intended, you are healing this seeming separation in 
evolving in Oneness and Union with all life.  To affirm and integrate this healing and your true destiny, clear your mind constantly.  Let go of negative 
thoughts.  Let go of “thinking” regularly.  Meditate each day.  Instead of being overly dependent on the mind-alone, OPEN YOUR HEART.  The mind is the 
clear servant of the HEART of a Super Hero.

TOUCH-DOWN to MOTHER EARTH!
To be a Super Hero you must CHOOSE IT and DO IT every day, every night, every single perfect precious breath.  

1.) Integrate.  Take everything on your succinct Rocket Fuel and Blast Off lists and make them into a way of life, here and now.  Insist upon this.  Know 
your priorities.  Watch them carefully.  When they need changing, DO IT INSTANTLY.  Act upon it.  Everything you have ever learned in your life you have 
achieved by constant un-ending repetition.  

2.) Tools.  Every Super Hero has Super Powers that reinforce their magic.  For HUMAN Super Heroes, your Super Powers need to be reinforced (in order to 
actually manifest in the 3D everyday reality) with loving, practical, simple TOOLS.  Find them.  Create them.  Carry them with you everywhere:  Your 
statements of Intent and Manifestations.  Your simple lists of priorities.  Your list of affirmations.  Sound tools.  Light tools.  Organic food/drink, and, 
above all, organic TREATS (life wants to be FUN!).  A huge part of our (Twintreess) Super Hero destiny is co-creating Super Hero tools with our Spirits.  
Why re-invent the wheel?  Check them out:  Power Wands; the Rituals of Manifestation Deck; Deva’s Gift Quartz Singing Bowls & Cosmic Tuners; Stones 
& Crystals; Lifenhancers; Structured Water Units; Vibrational Jewelry; Stonessences; CD’s; Raw Organic Cacao; and intentional Books that record our 
journey and practices with Animals, Minerals, Plants and the Earth Mother— and these are just the beginning.  In every moment there is more.

3.) Digestion.  Most of your life force energy, day and night, goes to digesting food, drink, thoughts and feelings.  Focus on feeding yourself simply.  
Immediately let go of everything you do not need.  This will refine your digestion so that you have exponential energy constantly freed up to grow your 
GENIUS brain, to activate your DNA, to HEAL all your lives, to CELEBRATE life as a Super Hero!  

4.) Practice.  If you forget everything else here (and one time or another you will) remember, “Practice!”  Practice your intent.  Practice your priorities.  
Practice healing.  Practice release.  Truly practice everything you know grows your Super Hero self.  Even when you don’t want to, have simple practices 
that evolve you (like taking a daily walk) and DO THEM.  Do them constantly in all moments, in all circumstances, in all feelings, in all challenges, in all 
company.  

5.) Choices.  Your choices are the CRYSTALS that form your BODY over and over again.  BE DELIBERATE!  Just choose, follow your choices, and then  
be sure to DO what you have chosen.

Welcome to being a Super Hero!


